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FOREWORD

Issues concerning the level and composition of immigration to the United
States have assumed prominent positions on_the _agendas of many policymakers.
Perhaps nowhere are immigration's effects more keenly felt than in California,
where one-quarter of All foreign-born persons in the United States currently
reside.

_ _This Policy Discussion Paper series is aimed at improving the quality of
the policy-making process through a broad distribution_of research findings on
the consequences of-immigration to California. _These dissetination activities
are part of The Urban Institute's larger _project, $tudy of the_tmpacts of
Immigration in California, funded by the Weingart youndationi the_ Atlantic
Richfield Foundation, the Ahtanson _Foundation, and the Times Mirror
Foundation. Important policy_issues being addressed include (a) economic and
fiscal issues associated with_iMMigration, (b) the character and tempo of
assimilation processes, and (c) the impact on California of proposals for
immigration reform. All major immigrant groups to California--not just
Mexicans7-are being included, as are the comparative effects in northern as
well as in southern California.

The Urban Institute's objeCtive is to make a positive contribution to: the
policy process. It is committed to getting iits work into the hands of people
who can use it and rely upon it to make judgments of their own on future
policy directions. Related titles are listed at the end of this paper.
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THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF IMMIGRATION:
SPECIFICATION OF A MODEL

Executive Summary

Many of the arguments behind efforts tO reford thia nation's immigration

Iaws allege that immigrants, especially illegal immigrants, take jobs away

from native workers, depress wage , and receive public services valued in

excess of their tax contributions. To provide a basis for appraising these

economic arguments, this paper presents a model for simulating the economic

effects of immigration. The model is not at einpirically estimated model;

although with additional work it -could bedidde one. It is a theoretical

framework, useful for underdtanding ho4 the various economic responses

triggered by imMigratiOn relate to one another.

The Model focuses on employment, unemployment, and oage rates in six

subdarkets of a national labor mazket--three it daCh Of tWO regions. The

three subliarkets in each region cover (1) tit-Skilled labor, (2) labor whose

skills come primarily from ot7the-job training and experience, and (3) labor

whose skills come largely frbiii formal education. The two regions are a

"region of immigration" and a "rest of the country."

SitUlatiOn of the model shows that the effects Of an increase in ehe

annual flow of immigrants are highly sensitive to the Subatitutability between

labor and capital and among different kindd of labor; to the responsiveness of

wage changes to unemployment; to the presence or absence of wage rigid!ty; and

to the skill mix of immigrants. The effects of immigration are somewhat less

sensitive to a number of other aspects of labor market behavior. Effects are

quite sensitive to regional behavior, specifically, to the response of inter-

regional migration and interregional trade to wage and price differentials.
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INTRODUCTION

The free flow of resources it response te tarket signals Often promotes

efficiency and produces economic gains fOr SUppliers end demanders alike. If

this proposition holds far Migration of labor across national boundaries, it

meanS that imnigraticn into a country raises not only the incomes of

idnigrants, but also the aggregate income of the native population.

Yet in the case of immigration, it ie extremely rare for natl.-dna to

permit the flow to respond freely to Market Signals. Opponents of

unrestricted imnigration into the United States argue that, whatever its

effect might be in the aggregate, it Wedld depress wages and create

unemployment for those workers who are the closest substitutes for immigrant

workers and for the regionc in which immigrants would settle. Furthermore,

unrestricted immigration would allegedly increase government spending==for

income support, schooling, and other serviceaMore than it WOuld increase

government revenues. Other arguments offered against unrestricted immigration

are political atd tooial rather than econanic.

TO provide a basis for appraising the economic arguments; this paper

presents a model for simulating the economic effects uf imMigratien. It it;

not an empirically estimated model; although with additional Work it Could

become one. At this stage it iS a theOretidel.frameworki useful for

understanding hoc.; the various economic responses triggered by immigration

relate to one another. Simulations of the model explore how certain key

behavioral responses can influence the results of immigration and therefort

illustrate how our understanding of the effects of immigration hinges on

measuring the strength of these responses;



The model covers both short- and löte.run responses and includeS tvk

regions as well as national tOtalS. Without this minimum of detail, the Model

couid never come to grips With Some of the key contentions that Unde-lie the

immigration policies Of this and many other nations; with thia detail, the

model can serve to integrate a broad range of ideas and empirical findings

relating to immigration.

Past economic analyses have foCUSed ditite on the long-run nat-onal effectS

of immigration than or shOrt-run bt tegionaI effects. The long-tun hat/Oral

?roperties of this Model are heavily influenced by thid preVions iforki

especially the productionfUnctionbased analyses by Chiswick (1982b) and by

Johnson (1980), and by Chiswick's (1982a) studies of the progress of

itMigrants in the years after arrival. The tOdel elaborates on the short-tut

and regional behavior that leads--in Some cases rapidiyi in others slcvly and

with detours--to these long-rUn national OUtCenr.dSi

The firet section Of the paper presents au overview Of the Model with

little technital detail. The second section discusses simulations based on

hypothetical parameter values; the values are Selected to show what kinds of

behavior yerghit; substantially influence the tesults of immigration. The third

section draws on the results of the eimUlations to develop an agenda fdt

future research on immigration. An appendix lists the.equations Of the modeI

and the parameters for the various simulations.

OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL

The model is designed to explain the effects of immigration dt

employment, unemployment, and wage rates in submarkets of a disaggregated

labor mavicet. There are Six submarkets; three in each of two regions. In

addition to these labor market variables, the model explains the effects of

immigration on the following variables in the two regions:



o Output

o Pride leVel

Stock of tangible capital

Population

Government expenditures

Government receiptS.

The principal exogenoUS Variables that drive the model are imMigration in

each of foUr grodOS Of the population and three macroecdhOdid variables

directly inflUenced by government policies and by international economic

developments. The four immigrant groups art immigrants of each of the three

types of labor and imnigrants dot in the labor forcei The macroeconomic

variables are current-dollar grOss natiOnal product the cost of capital) and

a single national tax tate.

The model- containA forty equations; but that number gives a greatly

exaggerated impression of its complexity. Moat of the equations of the model

appear in identical form (though with different values for the variables) at

least twice, once for each region; end Some of them appear six times, once for

each labor submarket. The Model COntains sufficiently few typed of behaviOr

to be easily understandable despite the large number of equationS.

This section begins with a note on the two regions into which the

hypothetical economy is divide& NIxt, it explains the equations for the six

labor subiaarkets. It then explains th-i. other equations that are central to

the operation of the modelprice ldVeli output demand, and capital deMand

equations. This is follOWed by a brief summary of the remaining equationa.

The section concludi7A With An account of how an increase in the flow of

immigration affectS the model.
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The_Two Regions_

The two regions in the todel are deSignated as a "region of imtigration"

and "rest of the country." Although this is a minidaI disaggregation, it can

be made to fit a variety of situations by altering the parameters that control

the Size, labor force composirioni and other characterititied of the region of

immigrationi

The regions are interrelated for tWO different reasons. First, they are

part of the same national economy and therefore share the same monetary and

national fiscal policies; in the modeI this is reflected in Ad exogenous

current-dollar income and an exogenous cost of capital for.the coUntry as a

whole. Second, the regions a7:e linked through trade in goods and mipation of

labor, which are motivated by etddodic indentiVea. The strength of these

econodic incentives helps to deterdine the effects of immigration, as two of

the simulations below will illustrate..

Labor Market E nations

The three labor markets in each region are tentatively labeled the market

for unskilled labor-2 the market for labor t4hose Skilla dome primarily from ow-

the-job training and experieneet and the Market for labor whose skills come

largely from fornal professional edudatiOu. This basis for disaggregation is

merely suggestive and tan Probably be improved; but any disaggregation of the

labor market would have the same formai properties as the One delineated

here. Each labor market has a labor supply eqUatiOn, a demand equation for

employment, and a wage-change equation. The six labor markets thus account

for eighteen of the model's equatiOna, although these eighteen equations

represent only three different tYpes of behavior.
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LaharAugnIL. The growth of the labdt fOrde in each labor market depends

on (a) two exogenous influences, the floW of immigration and a "native" rate

f growth reflecting dedidgraphic influences; (b).relative wage rates and

unemployment rates; Ahd (d) an "immigrant upgrading". effect. The relative

wage rates are ratios of "own" wage rates to other vase rates within the

region and to wage rates in the same skill-group in the Other region. The

unemployment-rate variable is the rate for the CorreSpOnding skill-group in

the other region minus the out unemploytent tete.

The immigrant-upgrading effect reflects the relative economic progress of

immigrants ih the years after their arrival. This progress could, AS Stressed

by l'ore (1979)i result from willingness of nev istaigradt4 to tolerate

undesirable jobs for a limited time in the (Often MiStaken) belief that their

stays will be temporary. Alternatively, it could result from seIf-selection

of :immigrants from the mord atbitious individuals in a society; from a

tendency for less successful immigrants to return to their country of origin;

or from a diminishing importance, as time passes, of initial barriers to

ecOnomic advancement such as Iangualge problems. Chiswick, who has studied the

effect extensively, has noted that its strength varies from one immigrant

group -1 another.

In the model the immigrant-upgrading effect is represented by movement of

a fraction of the StoCk of immigrants from the unskilled market tO the

skilled-through-training market. The fraction can be varied from one

simulation of the model to another, as illustrated in the next section of the

paper. The higher the fraction; the mord Ati inflö4 of initially unskilled

immigrants gradually shifts the supply of Skilled-through-training workers.

This Inflow is assumed not to Shift the supply of skilled-through-education

10
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workers in the same way; that is one important reason for distinguishin:

three rather than just two, labor marketS id the medel.

Labor Demand_. The demand for eMployMent in each market depends cm

regional output and on real wage rates. The equations provide for a possible

time lag in the influence of each of the variables. Apart frOM tiMe lagsi the

demand equations are derived from assumptions about cOSt Miniditation and the

form of the production function relating output to idpiltd in each region.1

wage Change. The wage-change relatiOn ia One of the most controversial

aMOng tadroeconomists. The model specifidetion is broad enough so that)

through alternative parameter values, it can accommodate a wide variety of

views. The.change from the previous year in the wage rate in each labor

market depends on Current and past price changes; oft eMploydent relative to

the labOr ferce, and on the current flow of iMdigration. Parameters chosen so

that a 1 percent price increase produces an ithtediate 1 percent wage increase

(other things being equal) would reflect "rational expectations views about

wage determiaation. Parameters chcsen so that a 1 percent pride increase

produces a smaller wAge increase even in the long run, WoUld iMply long-run

"money illusion."

Id tddt simUlations of the model the paraMetera are selected so that a 1

perdedt price increase causes an eventual, but not en immediate, 1 percent

Wage increase. There is thus no long-run money illusion in most Simulations.

In one of the simulations, however, this equation is allowed to hold only if

1--
_The Medel_uses a constant elasticity of thibstitution, or CES, production

fundtibti relating output in each region to the three kinds of labor input and
the Capital stock in_ the _region,. One siMulation shows the ef_fect Of veiling
the _elasticity of substitutien. Mere complex prodUction functiont Would
-complicate the employment and pride equations of the model.
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it produces positive wage changes; if it produces wage redUCtions, it is

overrided by the condition that wages are unchanged. The results of this

titUlation suggest that the effects of immigration are sensitive to

pOSSible presence of wage rigidity.

Pricei_Output_i_amd-Capital-DeMand Equations

The price, output demand, and capital demand equations are the Other key

determinants Of the operation of the model. They augment the labor market

equations to make the model a complete, if highly Simplified, representation

of ad entire economy.

Prices. The price of what is produced

rates, the cost of capitals and a time

progress. The cost of capital ia treated as

is very sensitivn to the Mix of monetary and

the

provisions of the tax code--matters beyond

each region depends on wage

trend denoting technologiCal

exogenous on the grounds that it

fiscal policieS and the detailed

the scope Of this model. The

algebraic form of the price equation ford-ea input=dutput relations to approach

a CES production function it the long run. Other algebraic forms would be

appropriate to other prOduction functions.

put,ght: At the national level, aggregate output is identiCally equal to

income.in current dollars divided by the national pride

ditttdnt dollars is treated as exogehOhs, Oh the gröinids

leVel. Income in

that it is highly

Sensitive to monetary policy, fiscal pigiey, foreign economic developments,

and other forces beyond the scope of this model. The model is consistent with

many theories about the determinants of income in current dollars.

The model explains not only aggregate output bUt alSO its division

1.etveett the two regions. Relative prices in the tWo regions determine the

proportion of national output produced in each respective region, reflecting

12
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the sensitivity of buyers to interregional price differentials; Both bdyd:

sensitiVity tti price differentials and sensitivity of the labor for-de ti

regicidal t.bsige and unemployment differentials; which Show up in the labor forci

equations, are key determinants of the relative regional effects oi

immigration.

Output is not df.saggregated by commodity. Distinguishing between trade

and nontraded gtiddS or between farm and nonfarm products might eftrith thE

model but Would Aldo enlarge and complicate it.

Capital Stock. The demand for tangible capital stock in each region;

like the demand for employment, depends on regional output and on costs, and

is derived from the CES production function. In the region of immigration,

the model also alloys for the possible importation of capital by de4

instil-grants. Lags are permitted in the responses to output and costa. In the

cede Of Capital goods the cost variable resembles an interest rate add is the

same fior both regions.

The model tOtitaitid eight additional behavioral equations that are

influenced by the outcoiS of the rest of the model; but do not feed back Od the

model te.ady dignificant extent; at least during the twentyyear period Of the

tiMdlations. The model also contains six mathematical identitied (in addition

to the one already described for naticindl tidtput).

Sehaviorai_Equations; . Petit of the additional behavioral equations

describe the actions Of regional governments. One equation for each region

relttes gtiVernment expenditure to the region's output, unemployment, hOhlabOr=

fOrde OtiOdlation, and increase in population, all multiplied by the regional

pride love'. A tax equation for each region, based on the assumption that

1 3
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regional governments try to balance their budgets, sets the effective regional

tax rate equal to last year's ratio of government expenditures to output;

Two equations describe the expenditure and tax deciSions Of the national

government. National government expenditures, like regional government

expenditures; depend on output, population outside the labor force, and

unemployment. The equation for national tax receipts does not assume a

budget-balancing goal. Rather, tax receipts depend on an exogenous national

tax tate Multiplied by natiohaI income in current dollars. Tax receipts also

depend on the change from the previous year in current-dollar in-Code, on the

ground that some highly taxed forms of income account for a didproportiohate

share of short-run fluctuations in total income.

The dependence of expenditures on unemployment is the only way in which a

decline in the priVate sector economy causes government spending to

iftcredde. The equations for the national government do hot at present provide

for expenditures that vary directly with the number of low-income people: Not

do the national government equations embody any stabilization- polidyt they do

not, that is, attempt to answer the question of What levels of government

spending and tax rates are necessary, in the face of a disturbance such as a

change it immigration, to keep the cost of capital and current-dollar income

on their assumed exogenous paths.

Levels of government spending (regional and national) affect the test Of

the model, principally because the employment equations of the model provide

for employment in government as well as in the private sector. For plausible

values of the coefficients of the government equations, however, the effect is

small enough to ignore in this discussion.
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The effeOtd Of imMigration on government expenditured And receipts are in

reality denSitiVe to whether immigration is legal dr illegal. Illegal

immigrantS Make less use of government services, and in some cases pay fewer

takeSi than similarly situated legal immigranta. In the model the immigration

variables do .not distinguish between legal and illegal immigrants, but the

effects of the distinCtiet can be explored by simulating the MOdel Under two

or more sets of tdefficients for the government equationa d perhaps other.

equations AS Well), one set appropriate for legal ittigrants and one for

illegal itthigrants.

The two remaining behavioral

region. Population in each region

equations describe the population in eaCh

is divided into four.groups--three kindt Of

labor and personS OUttide the labor force. Population change depends on

exogenous ratda Of natural increase and decrease (birth rateS minus death

rates) for each of the four groups, on immigratiot intO each of the four

groupd, And on interregional differences in prices, wage rates, and

uneMploydent. The interregional variables have effects that Cancel out fiat

the entire country.

Identities,. Sit identities complete the model. Two CalCulate average

wage rates, one for each region, and two calculate aggregate unemployment

rates, one fOr each region. One calculates aggregate output for the nation as

the SUM of output in the two regions. The final one calculates an implicit

price level for the nation, equal to national income in currant d011ara

(exogenous) divided by tatiotal output.

How_the_NrodelBehavet

An attourit of how the model behaves tat prOVide a qualitative

understanding of how it handles au increase in the flow of immigration in one



Shbdarket--for example; au increase from a small to a largt flOW of unskilled

immigrants per year. It is helpful to begin by desoribing the effects on the

labor market as a whole; theu take up the diffetehtial effects on different

labor submarkets, then turd to the intettegional effects; and finally consider

the government-sector effects.

Initially a rise in the flow of immigration iacreases the labor force.

The larger labor force reduces the change it wage tAtes; and the wage

reduction stimulates empIoyStent.. As long as the dtploydent change is smaller

than the initial labor force chatige, there is an initial increase in

unemployment. At the same tite; the tedUction in wage change reduces the

change in prices. Because current-dollar income is given exogenously; the

moderation of prides leads to higher output; which stimulates employment

further and Also increases the capital stock. The ftew etthilibriUm growth path

toward which the economy moves will be tharaoterited bY higher output,

employment; and capital stock and lOWer real wage kites than the old path.

Ahy initial increase in unemplOyment is reduced ss employment expands; but

because a new group of iddigtents arrives each year; the unemployment effect

may never wholly disappeat.

The wage and uheMployment efferts can differ sharply by type of labor if

immigration is concentrated La one type. The initial labor force increase,

wage moderation; and employment iftdredde Will be Concentrated in the submarket

that immigrants enter; The reddlting,gteater output will lead to employment

increases in other subdarketS; arid these increases in turn will raise- rather

than lower; wages in thedi submarkets. The new equilibrium growth. path; as

already noted; Will have lower average real wage tated; bUt the average is

composed of a real wage decrease in one submarket And teal wage increases in

others.
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An added complication arises if the increased flow of immigrants to the

unskilled submarket iMprOVeS ita skills and, in part, upgrades to the

submarket of workers skilled through training. As the upgrading takes place,

this latter submarket begins to respond to growing supply in the same ways as

does the unskilled submarket. If enough upgrading occurs, it may cause lower

rather than higher real wage rates it the Skilled-through-training submarket.

Regionally the redpendiveness of labor supply to differences in wage and

unemployment means that a disturbance in one region is diffused among other

regions. wage and price changes in the region of immigration are moderated by

thiS regienal.diffusion, while changes in the rest of the country echo to some

extent the changes in the region of immigration.

The regional responsiveness Of demand to price differentials has more

complex consequences than the responsiveness of supply. Because national

demand in Cdtrent dollars is treated as exogenous; higher current-dollar

deMand in one region means lower current-dollar demand in the rest Of the

country. A disturbance that causes prices to tied in Ond region can, under

some parameter values, lead to an unstable Odtcome in which output in ono

region continues to grow and output it the rest of the country shrinks. Under

other (presumably Mete realistic) parameter values; a disturbance leads to

stable new regional Shares.

The effects on government expenditures and receipts depend on output,

unemployment, and population outside the labor force. Regionally government

receipts respond to expenditures. It the long run; growth or shrinkage of

regional government follows the behaVior of regional output.
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SIMULATIONS OF THE MODEL

All simulations in this section, except the laSt one, describe the

hypothetical effects on key model Variables of a large increase in the annual

flow of immigration intO the unskilled labor market in the "region Of

immigration." The Model can simulate many other changes, but thiS one is

sufficient t6 indicate that with plausible parameter changeS the model can

generate a Wide range of outcomes.

An simulations, except the ladt One, increase immigration of;unskilled

workers above the baseline path by 1 million immigrants in the first year.

The increase over the baddlind path grows in succeeding years at a rate of 2.5

percent per year. National population (including immigrantS) it 205 million

in the firdt year-and grows by an average of 2.3 percent pet year. The

increased flO4 Of immigration adds, on average, 0.5 per-Cent More people per

year to the total population; 2.5 percent-to the national supply of unskilled

workers; and 5 percent to the Snpply of unskilled workers in the region of

immigration;

The firet ditUlation is designated as the reference simUletion because

each succeeding stmulation: is compared to it. The parameter values for the

referet6e simulation, Iike those for all other SiMdlatiOns, are hypothetical;

the reference simulation is useful solely as in expositional aid; The

succeeding simulations illustrate the effect on the model's behavior oft

o a change it the SUbatitutability among capital and the three
types of labor;

o a change in the speed of upgrading labor skills by Unskilled
itmigrants;

o a change in the sensitivity of wage rates to unemployment;

the imposition of downward rigidity Of wage rates;
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o a change in the sensitivity._ of regional labor supply to wage
and unemployment differentials between regions; and

o a_ Orange in the_sensitivity of aggregate demand to regional
price differentials.

The final simulation changes the skill distribution of immigrants. The

tOtal nUMber Of immigrants each year is the same as in the other simulationt,

but only 60 percent of them enter the market for unskilled labor.

The Refaxemme_SImulatian

Key outcomes for the reference simulation are depicted in chart 1. The

chart shows percent differences from. a baseline run of the model to a run with

At iddttitsed annual flow of unskilled immigrants as described above; The

chart does not show the full model output, but only a small nUMber of

variables: wage rates by submarket and region, unemployment rates by region,

and output by region..

The first panel of the chart shows the impact of- the higher flow of

immigration od tittge rates for unskilled labor in the two regions. In the

first year, the higher flow of immigration lowers the wage rate in the region

of iMMigration by a little more than 5 percent, compared to the bat:Jenne Wage

rate for this submarket. In the second years the new group of iMmigrants pins

the continuing effects of the first year's group lower the wage rate in this

subnarket by 11 percent, cOmpared to the baseline. By the twentieth year the

unskilled wage rate in the region of immigration is 42 percent below the

baseline value. Later simulations will demonstrate that the size of thia wage

reduction is highly sensitive to a number of parameters add aasunOtiOna.

Unskilled wage rates in the "rest of the country" also fall, due to the

strength of interregional connections. By the twentieth year unskilled wage

rates in the rest of the Country haVe declined about 70 percent as much as in

the region Of immigration.
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The next panel ShoWS t4dge rates for other types of labor, both as

national averaged rather than in regional'detail. Initially, wage rates in

both SUbMaecets rise relative to the baseline. 'Eventually, however, the

upgrading of unskilled immigmats puts supply pressure on the skilled--rthrough-

training submarket. Wages in that Subdarket fall relative to the baseline,

while wage rates in the Skilledthrtingh-education submarket continue to

rise. The income Of the denifte.grant population as a 7hoIe benefits slightly

from immigration. The reference simulation *is thus consistent With the

proposition described in the first paragraph of this paper (assuMing that the

capital stock is owned by nonimmigrants, and that itiMigrants are taxed

according to the same schedule as tOnitdigrants). The chart, however, does

not show this aggregate regUlt bUt focuses instead on the separate impacts oft

different labor Stibdarkett And on the two regions.

The Unemployment rate, in the region of immigration) ShoUn in the next

panel, first rises and then falls relative td the baseline. The group of

immigrants that enters each year Creates a pattern of initially high

unemployment followed by abgetptiOn ihtd the employed labor force. The

regional unemployment tate iS the sum of this pattern over immigrants entering

in current and past years. At first, the initial increases in unemplOyment

outweigh job creation; but as time passes job creation becomes the greater

influence and the unemployment rate fella baCk tOWArd its baseline level. By

the twentieth year the increase over baddline unemployment is only 2.6 percent

of the cumuIatnve increase ih itMigtation. The unemployment rate in the "rest

of the country" 1o:ter-dad-ea Slightly over the baseline and displayS a barely

perceptible cyclical flUctuation.
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OdtpUt, depicted in the bottom panel of the chart, increases as the

iMmigrants find jobs. In the reference simulation the odtpUt inCreade is

concentrated entirely in the region of itzigration; 'Odtput in the rest of the

country, in fact; is slightly below the baSeline, as skilled labor and capital

shift to the region of immigratiOd Where they are in strong demand.

_GmatemLCubstitutabilitV of Inputs,

Chart 2 ShoWs the effect of changing one parameter of the Model, the

elasticity of substitution among the three types of labor and capital. This

parameter, 14hich describes how adaptable Odtpdt is to changes in the

composition of inputs, is set at 0.5 in the reference simulation and is raised

to the higher value of 1.5 in the titUlation depicted in chart 2.

The gage impacts Of iMMigration are greatly affected by this parameter

change. By the tWentieth year unskilled wage rates in the region of

iMtigration are only. 23 percent below the baseline, compared with 42 percent

ta the reference simulation. Other wage and unemployment effects are also

much smaller. Output effects, however) art slightly larger because the higher

elasticity of substitUtien reduces the degree of diminishing returns to

unskilled labor.

Fatter Immigrant Upgrading

Chart 3 shows the effects of changing the parameter of the Model

governing the rate at which initially unskilled immigrants sAift from that

submarket to the skilled-through-training Market. In the reference simulation

the number upgraded in each year is equal to 3 percent of the stock of

unskilled immigrant-S. In the simulation depicted in chart 3 the Annual

percentage is raised from 3 to 6.
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Chart 2: Greater Substitutability of Inputs
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This parameter charge has smaller effects than the change in th4

elasticity of substitution depicted in the previous chart. The largest impact

is on the skiIledthroughtrainf-ag wage rate, WhiCh by the tw.entiath peal

falls 12 percent in thia SiMulation, compared to 5 percent in the reference

simulation.

Sen8itiVitidaWs tcLEBISELEPa"--

Chart 4 shows the effects of Changing the parameter governing the

sensitivity of wage changes tO UCOMployment. In the reference simulation,

wage rates in each submarket reSpond by 2 percen: for each 1 percent change in

the utilization of labor (employment as a fraction of labor fOrce). In the

simulation depidted in chart 4, the elasticity is lowered frOM 2.0 tO 0.5.

This parameter change substantially affects the results, especially for

unemployment rates The unemployment rdte in the region of immigration rises

by a peak of 2.1 perceutage point& Compared to 0.7 percentage points in the

reference simulation; Gradually, interregional migratiot diffhada the

unemployment iMpadt, diminishing it in the region Of iMMigration hut

increasing it in the rest of the country.

Despite higher unemployment, output rises by slightly more in this

simulation than in the referette diMUlation by the twentieth year. The SOUtde

of this result is the cOMpOdition Of unemployment (not shown in the Chart);

unskilled unemployftedt iS higher but skilled unemployment IA loWer. The

former effett dotinites in a count of the unemployed, là Which people are

Weighted equally; but the latter effect &loan-ate-6 in its impact on output, in

WhiCh people are weighted by their respective real wages.
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Wage Rigidit

Chart 5 shows the effects of imposing rigidity of nominal wage rates, a

possibility stressed by Piore (1979) and others. In the reference simulation,

wage-change relations are the same whether they came wages to rise or to

fall. In the simulation depicted in chart 5, the wage relations of the

reference simulation are overriden if they lead to reductions in nominal wage

rates. In these cases the wage rates are held constant at the previous year's

level.

The impact of downward wage rigidity clearly depends on the trend of

wages produced by all of the assumptions and initial conditions of the

model. If that trend is strongly upward, the imposition of downward rigidity

of wages would have little or no effect on the model. If that trend is

generally downward, rigidity of wages could have substantial long-run as well

as short-run effects.

The results shown in chart 5 illustrate an intermediate case. DownWard

rigidity of wage rates has substantial short-run effects on model outcomes,

but only minor long-run effects. Uuskilled wage rates fall much less than in

the reference simulation in the third through tenth years, but almost as much

by the twentieth year. The unemployment rate in the region of immigration

rises much more than in the reference simulation starting in the second year,

but by the same amount in the twentieth year. The impact Of Wage rigidity

dies out when the forces at work in the model become strong enough to raise

wage rates above initial leVeld even in the face of the increase in

immigration.
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Interregional SensitiVity

!upply. Chart 6 shows the effects of reducing the sensitivity of labor

supply to regional differentials in wage rates and unemployment rates. In the

reference simulation, the labor force in each submarket changes by 0.02

percent per year for each 1 percent regional difference in wage ratet and for

each 1 percent regional difference in labor utilization. In the simulation

depicted in chart 6 the sensitivity is reduced to zero.

This parameter change amplifies differences between regions. In the

region of immigration the unskilled wage reduction is greater and the

unemployment increase is larger than in the reference simulation. In the reat

of the country immigration has zero impact on unakilled wage rates and

unemployment. Output impacts are consistent with unemployment impncts: a

smaller increase than in the reference simulation iv the region of

immigration, and no change in the rest of the country.

Demand. Chart 7 shows the effects of reducing the sensitivity of demand

to regional price differences. In the reference simulation, the quantity

demanded in the region of immigration falls by 1 percent for each 1 percent

increase in the, relative price of odtpdt in that region, (The quantity

demanded in the rest of the country is derived as a residual because total

nominal income in the country is an exogenous policy variable in the model.)

This price elasticity of -1 means that an increase in relative prides in the

region of immigration leaves demand in currest dellart dddhanged; the

reduction in the quantity deftanded id tatChed by the higher price paid for the

quantity purchased. In the simulation depicted in chart 7: demand is less

sensitive to prices; the long-run elasticity is lowered from -1 to -0.7. A

higher price in one region, in this simulation, increases the floW of Current
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dollars to that region, aftd therefore dUrtails the flow of dollars to the rest

of the country.

This reduction in regional demand sensitivity'has only Mitibt effeCta on

the initial-year outcode4; but it has large and destabilizing effedta in later

years. In the final years of the simulation a strong expanSion in the region

Of iMmigration reduces unemployment and increases output in that region;

meanwhile, the rest of the country suffers a deep depression. Evidently,

regional shares in the model are dynadically unstable for certain paraMeter

values. Since this id not a plausible outcome, it means that either these

parameter values ate unrealistic or the regional demand equation of the model

needs to be reformulated.

Change in the SkiII_Distributt4n_ot-Immigrantil

The final simulation, depicted in chart 8, shows the effects of t more

even skill distribution of itaigrentd. Instead of all immigrants entering the

submarket for unskillett labOr, as in the other simulations, 60 perdedt enter

that submarket, 30 perdent enter the submarket of labor skilled through

training, and 10 percent enter the submarket of labOt Skilled through formal.

edUcation. The total; number of immigrattt each year is the same as that in

the other simulations, and all other adaumptions are the same as in the

reference simulation;

A more even skill diatribution of immigrants greatly reduces the dOWnwerd

pressure on unekilled wage rates., as the first panel of the chart shows. The

reduction id Wage rates is less than half as Mich in this simulation as in the

reference simulation. Unemployment effects are also much Iess severe in this

simulation, and the increase it output id larger. The reduction of wage rates

for workers skilled thrOugh training, however, begins sooner and is greater in

this simulation.
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AGENDA FOR FUTUrv. WORK

This paper accomplishes two tasks; specification of a Model add

sensitivity analysisthat is; simulation of the 'model Under a range of

hypothetical conditions. The next steps in developing the model to improve

understanding of immigration are reriew and revision of the specification;

more simulation of the present model or a respecified version, and estimation

of key parameters of the model. The paragraphs below discuss each of these

steps in turn.

Specification

The present specification of the model draws heaVily frOM past work in

several branches of economics. The specification has not; however; been

reviewed and criticized by experts in the economics of immigration. Nor has

it been speCified with detailed attention to the availability of data;

External review and careful evaluation of data sources will likely ptoddde

Changes in specification.

Continuous time-series data corresponding td daCh Variable of the model

are not necessary in order fOr the model to be operational. Nevertheless;

sufficient data are neededWhether from time series or other sources--to

estimate the parafteters of the model and to set realistic initial conditions

for conducting simulations.

Additional Simulations_

Simulations of the model presented in thid pap-et haVe shown the potential

importance of a range Of parameters in determining the -effects of

immigration. Changes in substitutability of inputs; sensitivity of wage rates

to uneMplOyment, rigidity of nominal wage rates, and skill composition Of the

immigrant labor force all have dramatic effects od model tedultS in these
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SiMulations. Changes in the speed-. of iMdigrant upgrading and in the

sensitivity of labor supply to regional differences have less dramatic, but

still noticeable effects; A change in the sensitiVity of demand td regional

price differed-des has large bUt implausible effects, Whieth suggests that

respecification of the interregional demand equation may be desirable.

The Simulations reported in the paper do nOt ekhandt the Iist of nhanges

that might have significant impacts on model results. Changes in the lag

structure of the wage-change equationa And the employment demand equations

would probably alter some of the results significantly. Changes in the

sensitivity Of SUbderket labor supply to wage differences between Skill groupe

have not yet been simulated (in contrast to changes in Sensitivity to wage

differehdde between regions). Readers will perhapd haVe their own candidates

fOr simulation of this model or a respecified one.

The model can simulate the effecte of emigration as well as or

immigration.. Results for eMigration will not be simply the reVettle of those

for immigration because many of the initial conditions and perhaps some key

parameters differ between countries that typically dkport labor and those that

import labor. It would be worthwhile preparing at least a few hypothetical

Simulations of the effects of emigration before proceeding to a revised

specification of the model.

Estimation-

At least three bodies of empirical work bear directly Oa the parameters

Of the MO-del. The first is research on long-run prOduction functions, which

Contains estimates of the substitutability and domplementarity of inputs itito'

production disaggregated in various waYd. The second is work oft Short-run

labor market adjustment* Which contains estimates of the flexibility Of wage
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rates and their sensitivity to excess supply or demand. The third it

interregional migration studies, which contain estimates of the response of

labor force to regional differences in wage rate4 and unemployMent rates.

Review of all three bodies of literature should be the firet Step in making

thit model operational.

_ -

There is, however, no standard recipe fot iiitimating a model that

etiphasizes both short- and long-run outcomes and that incIudes some regional

detail together with national totals. Some parameters are best simply adopted

from existing et-I-dies, others estimated from national or regional aggregate

time-deride data, stilt others from cross--actional or panel data. At least

saVeral years of effort would be required to transforM thia model into an

operatiOnal analytical tool.

A final point about eatimation it that work on it can and should be

organized so that,.there are diVidends along the way. One approach to

providing such dividends is to make work on each key behavioral reeponse in

the modelfor example,' work :On wage sensitivity tti dnedOloyment in

didaggregated labor markets, or on labor supply te40-onse to interregional

differentialsa seIf-contained study of bite depect of the impact of

immigration. Each study can be organiied and written up to help illudinate

one topic at the same tithe that it contributes to empiectl implementation of

the model;

36
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APPENDIX

EQUATIONS AND PARAMETERS

This appendix lists the variables, the equations vith the cOefficients

used for the refer-en-de simulation, and the aIterationb for each of the Other

dimilla;Aohe.

Variables

In the Iist below, i refers to the three types of labor ia the model and,

in some equations; to pdrsons Outside the labor force (1*unskilIed; 2*skilled

through otthe-,job training; 3*skined'Oirough formal educatioo; 4*out of the

labor force). The j refers to the rwo regions (1*region of iditigtation;

2*reet Of Country). The n refers to national variables. Variables preceded

by an asterisk are exogenous;

E(iii) employdent th each subMarket (i*Ii2,3;j*Ii2)

G(j)i G(n) eXpenditures by regional governments (j1.1,2) and by
national government

*IMM(i) immigration into region 1 by labor Stdttid (iAlai )

K(j) capital stock in each region(3*1;2)

L(i,j) labor force in each subdarket (ix21;2,3; j*Ii2)

N(j) * population in each region (j*Ii2)

P(j); p(n) * pride leVel in each region (j*Ii2) and nationally

Q(j)) Q(n) outOUt in each region (j*Ii2) and nationally

qt(h) cost of capital; ratio of_ service cost Per unit of
capital stock to national price level in year (t-1)

S(i) stock of unskilled itdigrants in each region (j*Ii2)

*tx(n) hatiotal tax rate

TX(j), TX(n) * ta* reddiOts collected by each region 001- And
nationally
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time-trend equal tO 11 in the first year,
second, etc.

2 in the

unemployment as a percent of. the labor force it each
region (jso1i2)

wage rate in each submarket (i661,2,31 j1,2) and
employment-weighted wage rate in each rest= (j1,2)

current-dollar income, national total.

The coefficients ih the equation listing are those of the reference

simulation. Ln refers to natural logarithms; (t-1), (t-2), etc.-., to lags of

one year, two years, etc.

EqUations 2, 4, 'and 7 are derived from a production function With

constant elasticity =of substitution and* from an 'assumption of profit

maximization. The production function is

(10)
3 s

DEO ) E(i0j) + a(k) K(i) s S-1 (40.01(TI1E)-
)

The production function does not appear in the model; it eat be thought Of aS

an equation for equilibrium or potential output, if labor fOrte tidda normal

utilization rates (see notes to equation 3) are substituted far employment.

Values of s and the a's used in the simulations are listed beIow.

Labor Market Equations (eighteen equations)

(1) L(i j) L(i1j)(t-1) {1.01 4- 0.02 [(w(i,1)/w(i,2)) - 1.0]

4!_0.02[(E1)/L(i,1)(t-1)) E(ii2)/L(i 2)(t=1)]

0=0{(0(iX/V(j)) = 1.0]I

+ [IMO + 0.03[S(j)(t-1)]
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The two +_ signs mean that the 810 iS pluti fdr.region_li
minus fiTr: region 2; The IMM tent: applies only to the
three submarkets of region 1. The 1,-trit term applies with
a minus sign to the tWO Undkilled labor markets and with
a plus sign to the markets for labor skilled through
training.

(2) In (Ei j) {(s-1) la(25) + sa(i) + .0I(s-I)(TIME)

+ In Q(J) 0..25 Aln Q(j) - 5 lt[05(V(ijj)/0(j))

+ 0. (W(i,j)/p(j)(t=1)) + 0.2(w(i-j)(t-2)/1:0(j)(t-2)))1

* (1.00 + 0.05 + 0.05)

Notes: $ is the elasticity of substitution, equal to 0.5 in the
reference simulation. a(i) is a set of coefficients
reflecting the relative efficiency of different kinds of
labor. In the reference simulatiaa, a(r)0.5, a(2)11.0,
and a(3)a1.5. The final term, (1+.05+.05), reflects
employment demands by regional and national governments,
which are assumed to use the three types of labor in the
same proportions as the private sector.

(3) Aln W(i,j) .01 + 0.2 AIn p(j) + 0.4 Aln p(j)(t-1)

+ .04 Aln p(j)(t-2) - 2.0 It [b(i) L(i,j)/E(i,j)]

- 0.1[IMM(i)/L(ii1)]

Notes: A set of coefficients, b(i), reflects the equilibrium
ratio of employment to labor force for each type of
labor. In the reference simulation, b(1)..94, b(2).95,
and b(3)1.96.
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Price- Output, and Capital Demand Equations (six equations)

(4) p(j)
25-1a-0.0I(TIME) a(i)5 wai

1=1

+ a(k) (R(t) P(j)(-1)) sll-s

Notes: The elasticity of substitution, s, is equal to 0.5 in the
reference simulation. The set of coefficients a(i)
reflects the relative efficiency of different types of
labor and of the capital ctock. In the reference
simulatian, a(1)..0.5, a(2)1.0, a(3)1.5, and a(k)ing16.0.

(5) Q(1)

Note:

3 3. 2
Ur(n)/P(I)] L(is )/ z* Latj)]

1,121

3
(1.0 + 0.0 E (P(1)(t=k)/p(2)(t=k) = 1.0)]

lo=1

This equation _can _be _rearranged to say that Current-
dollar output per member of the labor force in region 1
relative to the nation depends on current and lagged
relative prices.

(6) Q(2) rr(n) Q(1)P(1)] / P(2)

Note:

(7) In K(j)

Note:

This equation* an identity, can be rearranged to express
national current-dollar output as the sum of current-
dollar output in the two regions.

(s-1) In(25) + sa(k) + .01(s-1)TIME + ln(.5Q(j)

=511(j)(t-1) + 0.0 Q(j)(t=2)] -4(.5 R(n)

+ .3 R(n)(t-1) + .2 R(Ii)(t-2)]

The elasticity of substitutioni s; is equal to 0.5 in the
reference simulation. _The coefficient _a(k) reflects the
efficiency of the capital stock, equal tO 16.0 in the
reference simulation.

4 0
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Other Behavioral Equations_ (8 equations)

(8) G(j) mm (0.05.Q(j) + 0.0
3

[N(j) L(i,j)]

3
+ 0.05 (_E (1.(i,j) E(i,j)] + 0.05 N(J)]. p(j)

( ) M(j) EG(i)(i=1)/Q(j)(t- p(j)(t-1)] Q(j) P(j)

(10) G(n)

) TX(N)

(12) N(j)

2 3
{.05 Q(n) + 0.5 ( E (N(j) = E L(i,j))]

Jim]. i=1

3 2
+ 0.5 LE E (1(i,j) E(i,j))]} p(n)i1

2
tx(a) Y(a) + 0.05 g(a) + 0.0 E w(1,j) S(j)] 11(n)

J-1

3
_E- (L(i,j) + 0.025 L(i,J)(t=1)]
kw].

3
+ 0.98 [N(j)(t=1) = X# L(i,j)(t-I)]

Loki

+ 0.02 (0(1)/p(2) - 1.0] (N(i)(t-1) - igi La,1)(t..1)]

+ IMM(4)

Note: The final term in equation (12) applies only to region 1.

Identitiea six equations)

3 3 _
(13) w(j) _Z_ [w(i,j) E(i,j)] / _E_ E(i,j)

11

3
u(14) (j) E_ L(i,j) - E(i,j)] / E L(i,j)

(IS) Q(n) Ai Q(1) + Q(2)



(16) p(n) Y(n) / Q(n)

Simulationt

Each SiMulation is a comparison of the outcomes of twa rund Of the Model,

One with a higher fIow.of immigration than the other. In the "low" run,

IMM(1) is 1 million every year, while IHK(2)) IHR(3), and tHM(4) are zero. In

the "high" run, for all the SitulatiOnA dkcept the final one, IMM(1) begins at

2 million'in year 1.and grows by 2.5 percent per year; while

and IMM(4) ard again zero. Values of IMM(i)

listed in the description of that simulation.

The referencesimIstion is based on the coefficients listed in

previous section of this appendix.

Simulation of -atersubstitilitofinuts raises s in equations 2,

4, and 7 from 0.5 to 1.5. It also changes the a(i) in those equations as

follows: a(1) from 0.5 to 0.09; a(2) from 1.0 to 0.17; a(3) from 1.5 to 0.26;

and a(k) from 16.0 to 0.043. These changes are necessary to keep the

Imm(2) DE(3),
for the final simulation Ard

the

distribution of income among the labor subgroups a d owners of capital within

plausible ranges.

Simulation of faster-Immigrant upgrading changes the coefficient of S(j)

in equatira (1) from 0.03 to 0.06.

Simulation of leSs Sensitivity af_wages to unemployment changes the

coefficient of ln (b(i) L(i,j) / E(i,j)) in equation 3 from -2.0 to -0.5.

Simulation of mve_rigidity substitutes the equation w(i,j) w(i,j)(t 1)

for equation 3 whenever that equation leads to a decrease in wage rates.

Simulation of less interregional supply sensitivity chavges the

coefficients of w(i,1)/w(i 2) and of [(2(i 1)/L(i,1))-(E(i,2)/L(i 2))]

equation 1 from 0.02 to zero.
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Simulation of less --inter-regit--nal- detAnd tenSitivity changes th
3

coefficient of -1- [p(1)(t-k)/0(2)(t-k)] in eguatiOn 5 from zero to 0.1.R 1

Simulation of change in the Skill distributicin_of_ immigrants- uses th

same coeffiCientS and "low" iMMigration run as the reference simulation. Fd

the "high immigration runi it redistributes the difference betWeen high" an4

"IOW" values of IMM(1) used in the other rtind ad follo4st 60 percent ti

IMM(1), 30 percent to IMM(2),.and 10 percent to IMM(3).
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